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CLUSTER STRUCTURES AND SUBFANS IN SCATTERING
DIAGRAMS
YAN ZHOU
Abstract. We give more precise statements of Fock-Goncharov duality conjecture for
cluster varieties parametrizing SL2{PGL2-local systems on the once punctured torus.
Then we prove these statements. Along the way, using disjoint subfans in the scattering
diagram, we produce an example of a cluster variety with two non-equivalent cluster
structures. To overcome the technical difficulty of infinite non-cluster wall-crossing in
the scattering diagram, we introduce quiver folding into the machinery of scattering
diagrams and give a quotient construction of scattering diagrams.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Fock-Goncharov duality conjecture for AT21 ,XT21 and Aprin,T21. In [FG06], Fock
and Goncharov introduced cluster coordinates on moduli spaces of local systems on Rie-
mann surfaces in Teichmüller theory. In this paper, the main examples we investigate are
cluster varieties with seeds coming from ideal triangulations of once punctured torus T21.
These varieties parametrize SL2{PGL2-local systems with decorations or framing on T
2
1,
as constructed in [FG06]. Any ideal triangulation of T21 yields the same isomorphic class
of seeds that can be encoded by Markov quiver:
1
2 3
Figure 1.1. Markov quiver
Let AT21 , Aprin,T21 and XT21 be cluster varieties associated to T
2
1 of type A, Aprin and X
respectively. Using techniques of scattering diagrams (c.f. [KS06, GS11]) and broken lines
(c.f. [G09, CPS]) coming from mirror symmetry, Gross, Hacking, Keel and Kontsevich in
[GHKK] construct canonical bases for cluster varieties whose elements, theta functions,
are generalization of cluster variables. Specifically, given a cluster variety V , let V _ be
its Fock-Goncharov dual variety and V _pZT q the set of integer tropical points of V _. For
each q in V _pZT q, there is a theta function ϑq corresponding to q. Theta functions can
be formal power series. However, there is a canonically defined subset ΘpV q in V _pZT q
called theta set that index a vector subspace midpV q of canpV q and midpV q has a C-
algebra structure. Moreover, midpV q can always be identified as a subring of ΓpV,OV q if
V is of type X or Aprin. In the case of cluster varieties associated to T
2
1, it is known that
scattering diagrams on A_
T21
pRT q and A_
prin,T21
pRT q have two disjoint subfan structures, one
called cluster complex consisting of positive chambers tC`
sv
uvPTs and the other consisting of
negative chambers tC´
sv
uvPTs . Here Ts is the infinite tree whose vertices parametrizing all
the seeds mutationally equivalent to an initial seed s coming from an ideal triangulation
of T21. Because of the infinite wall-crossings from C
´
s
to C`
s
in the scattering diagram,
it is not clear whether theta functions parametrized by integer tropical points in C´
s
are
formal sums or polynomials. Given a cluster variety V , we say that Full Fock-Goncharov
conjecture holds for V if the following holds:
ΓpV,OV q “ midpV q “ canpV q “
à
qPV _pZT q
C ¨ ϑq
In this paper, one of our main results is the following:
Theorem 1.1. (cf. Theorem 5.1, Corollary 5.2) The Full Fock-Goncharov conjecture
holds for Aprin,T21 and XT21 .
2
It is unnatural to build up Aprin,T21 using only the atlas T
` of torus charts parametrized
by positive chambers and exclude the atlas T ´ of those parametrized by negative cham-
bers. If we use torus charts in both T ` and T ´, we will get a new variety A˜prin,T21 that
contains the original cluster variety Aprin,T2
1
. Since A˜prin,T2
1
zAprin,T2
1
has codimension 2
in A˜prin,T21 , A˜prin,T21 and Aprin,T21 have the same ring of regular functions. The atlas T
´
also provides for A˜prin,T21 an atlas of cluster torus charts (c.f. Definition 5.3) that are
not mutationally equivalent to those in T ` . Therefore T ´ equips A˜prin,T21 with a cluster
structure non-equivalent the one provided by T `. See Definition 5.4 for what we precisely
mean by two cluster structures are non-equivalent. Hence we have the following theorem:
Theorem 1.2. (cf. Theorem 5.7)The variety A˜prin,T21 is a log Calabi-Yau variety with
2 non-equivalent cluster structures, each of which corresponds to one of the two disjoint
simplicial fans in the scattering diagram.
The Full Fock-Goncharov conjecture says that A_
T21
pZT q should parametrize a vector
space basis for ΓpAT21 ,OAT21
q and it turns out to be false.
Theorem 1.3. The Full Fock-Goncharov conjecture does not hold for AT21. We have
ΘpAT21q “ A
_
T21
pZT q
and therefore,
canpAT21q “ midpAT21q
But canpAT2
1
q is strictly contained in ΓpAT2
1
,OT2
1
q.
It is not surprising thatA_
T21
pZT q does not parametrize a vector space basis for ΓpAT21 ,OAT21
q,
if we take into consideration that when we build AT21 , we use only half of the scattering
diagram on A_
T21
pZT q. From the mirror symmetry perspective, it will be more natural to
expect that A_
T21
pZT q should parametrize a basis for the ring of regular functions of the
space that include torus charts of all chambers in the scattering diagram. We can run
a construction similar to what we have done for Aprin,T21 and get a variety
rAT21 Ą AT21
by also including torus charts coming from negative chambers in the scattering diagram.
The original cluster variety AT2
1
has codimension 1 inside A˜T2
1
, so ΓpA˜T2
1
,OA˜
T2
1
q is strictly
contained in ΓpAT21 ,OT21q. Moreover, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 1.4. We have
canpAT21q “ ΓpA˜T21 ,OA˜T2
1
q
So A_
T21
pZT q parametrize a vector space basis for the ring of regular functions of the enlarged
variety A˜T21 .
The above theorem justifies that rAT21 should be the correct mirror dual variety to
A_
T2
1
“ XT21 since it is the space where the duality conjecture becomes true. At the end of
the introduction, we will elaborate more on this point against the backdrop of the mirror
symmetry program.
3
1.2. Technical framework: Quiver folding in the context of scattering diagrams.
In section 5, instead of directly studying canonical bases for AT21 , Aprin,T21 or XT21 and their
scattering diagrams, we relate them to those of cluster varieties associated to 4-punctured
sphere S24. In order to do this, we introduce techniques of quiver-folding in cluster theory
into scattering diagrams.
Given a seed s, if a seed s can obtained from s through a procedure called folding1,
then I prove the following relationship between the corresponding scattering diagrams:
Theorem 1.5. (cf. Construction 2.1, Theorem 2.19) The scattering diagram Ds can be
obtained from Ds via a quotient construction.
The folding procedure can also be applied to theta functions. Given a cluster variety
V , let ΘpV q Ă V _pZT q be the subset that parametrize theta functions that are contained
in the ring of regular functions on V . Let Aprin,s and Aprin,s be the cluster Aprin-variety
with initial seed s and s respectively. Then I prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1.6. (cf. 3.6) If ΘpAprin,sq “ A
_
prin,spZ
T q, then ΘpAprin,sq “ A
_
prin,spZ
T q.
1.3. Building Aprin using all chambers in the scattering diagram. Let s0 be an
initial seed. Recall that the scattering diagram Ds0 always has two subfans, the cluster
complex∆`
s0
that consists of positive chambers and∆´
s0
that consists of negative chambers.
The two complexes are either disjoint or coincide. In [GHKK], a positive space Ascatprin,s0 is
built by attaching a copy of algebraic torus to each chamber in ∆`
s0
and gluing these tori
together using the wall-crossings between these chambers. The positive space Ascatprin,s0 is
isomorphic to Aprin,s0 . In section 4, we build a positive space A˜
scat
prin,s0
Ą Ascatprin,s0 using all
chambers in ∆`
s0
Ť
∆´
s0
if the path ordered product ps0`,´, or equivalently the Donaldson-
Thomas transformation of Aprin,s0 as defined in [GS16], is rational. Let A
scat,´
prin,s0
Ă A˜scatprin,s0
be the subspace built by gluing all tori attached to negative chambers. We prove that
A˜scatprin,s0 is isomorphic to a variety built by two copies of Aprin,s0 together:
Theorem 1.7. We have an isomorphism of positive spaces:
A˜prin,s0 “ A
`
prins0
ď
A
´
prin,s0
„
ÝÑ A˜scatprin,s0
Here A˘prin,s0 are two copies of Aprin,s0, the image of A
`
prin,s0
is Ascatprin,s0 and the image of
A
´
prin,s0
is Ascat,´prin,s0.
The construction of A˜prin,T21 in the beginning is a specific instance of the above theorem.
In general, Ds0 might have subfans other than ∆
`
s0
and ∆´
s0
. It will be interesting to pro-
duce such an example and see if these subfans can yield non equivalent cluster structures
as in the case of A˜prin,T21 .
1.4. Background in mirror symmetry. In this subsection, we will recall some back-
ground in mirror symmetry and review our main results in the light of mirror symmetry.
1In this paper, I only deal with a special class of folding, see Subsection 3.1
4
Given an affine log Calabi-Yau variety V over a ground field K of characteristic 0, in-
spired by the homological mirror symmetry conjecture, Gross, Hacking and Keel conjec-
ture (Abouzaid, Kontsevich and Soibelman also suggest) that ΓpV,OV q, the ring of regu-
lar functions of V , has a canonical vector space basis called theta functions parametrized
by the integer tropical points V _pZT q on the mirror dual variety V _. Moreover, the
structure constants of ΓpV,OV q as a K-algebra can be computed by counting holomor-
phic discs V _. For the development of mirror symmetry of log Calabi-Yau surfaces, see
[A07, GHK11, Yu16, Yu17].
The subject of cluster algebra is invented to study Lusztig’s dual canonical basis in
the ring of regular functions on base affine space G{N where G is a reductive algebraic
group and N an unipotent subgroup. As an attempt to find an algorithm to compute
Lusztig’s dual canonical basis, Fomin and Zelevinsky discovered that ΓpG{N,OG{N q has
cluster structure and G{N is a cluster variety.
Since cluster varieties are log Calabi-Yau varieties, mirror symmetry predicts a geomet-
ric way to produce a canonical basis for cluster varieties as mentioned in the beginning.
The first attempt in this vein is [GHKK]. Let us briefly review the significance of [GHKK]
towards cluster theory. First, though scattering diagrams and broken lines in [GHKK] are
still combinatorial gadgets, mirror symmetry predicts that broken lines and theta func-
tions should be intrinsic to the enumerative geometry on the mirror dual varieties and
therefore independent of the auxiliary combinatorial data of cluster algebras. In fact, the
technology has developed afterwards and in [KY], this is proved to be true for cluster
varieties whose rings of regular functions are finitely generated and smooth. It turns out
that theta functions produced by combinatorial methods in [FZ02, FZ07], called cluster
variables, are only parametrized by integer tropical points in the cluster complex in the
scattering diagram. Cluster complex is a subfan structure in the scattering diagram. In
some cases, we expect disjoint subfan structures in the scattering diagrams to yield non-
equivalent cluster structures for cluster varieties. This paper produces a first example
along this line, as mentioned in Theorem 1.2. The insight of [GHKK] also gives correction
for the original Fock-Goncharov duality conjecture. The mirror dual variety to X -variety
should be the space built by the scattering diagram on X_pZT q which includes torus charts
coming from all chambers in the scattering diagram. Since A-variety includes only torus
charts coming from chambers in the cluster complex, in general it will not be the correct
mirror to X -variety. Therefore the duality conjecture in general will not hold for X - and
A-cluster varieties, as in the case of XT21 and AT21 .
Acknowledgements. Linhui Shen first suggested to introduce folding into scattering
diagrams. I cannot thank him more. I am grateful to my advisor Sean Keel to give sug-
gestions for simplifying the quotient construction of scattering diagrams. Besides I benefit
from inspiring discussions with Andy Neitzke and Daping Wen and email correspondence
with Travis Mandel and Greg Muller. I also want to thank Andy Neitzke for carefully
proofreading the draft of this paper.
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2. A quotient construction of scattering diagrams
2.1. Scattering diagrams. In this subsection, we will briefly recall basics of scattering
diagrams and prove lemmas we need for the rest of the paper. See [GHKK] chapter 1 for
a more detailed exposition on scattering diagrams.
Let N be a lattice with dual lattice M and a skew-symmetric bilinear form
t, u : N ˆN Ñ Q
Let I be the index set t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rankNu. Fix a basis peiqiPI for N . Define N
` Ă N as
follows:
N` “ t
ÿ
iPI
aiei | ai P N,
ÿ
iPI
ai ą 0u
Let g “
À
nPN` gn be a Lie algebra over a ground field K of characteristic 0. Assume
that g is graded by N`, that is, rgn1 , gn2s Ă gn1`n2 , and that g is skew-symmetric for t, u,
that is, rgn1 , gn2s “ 0 if tn1, n2u “ 0. Define the following linear functional on N :
d : N Ñ Zÿ
iPI
aiei ÞÑ
ÿ
iPI
ai
For each k P Zě0, there is an Lie subalgebra g
ąk of g:
gąk “
à
nPN`|dpnqąk
gn
And a N`-graded nilpotent Lie algebra gďk:
gďk “ g{gąk
We denote the unipotent Lie group corresponding to gďk as Gďk. As a set, it is in bijection
with gďk, but the group multiplication is given by the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula.
Given i ă j, we have canonical homomorphism:
gďj Ñ gďi, Gďj Ñ Gďi
Define the pro-nilpotent Lie algebra and its corresponding pro-unipotent Lie group by
taking the projective limits:
gˆ “ lim
ÐÝ
gďk, G “ lim
ÐÝ
Gďk
We have canonical bijections:
exp : gďk Ñ Gďk, exp : gˆÑ G
Moreover, given any Lie subalgebra h Ă g, we can define a Lie subalgebra hˆ of the com-
pletion gˆ and its corresponding Lie subgroup expphˆq Ă G:
hˆ “ lim
ÐÝ
hďk, hďk “ h{
´
hX gąk
¯
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Given an element n0 in N
`, there is an Lie subalgebra g
‖
n0 of g:
g‖n0 “
à
kPZą0
gk¨n0
And its corresponding Lie subgroup of G:
G‖n0 “ expp
x
g
‖
n0q
By our assumption that g is skew-symmetric for t, u, g
‖
n0 and therefore G
‖
n0 are abelian.
Definition 2.1. A wall in MR for N
` and g is pair pd, gdq such that
1) gd is contained in G
‖
n0 for some primitive element n0 in N
`
2) d is contained in nK0 Ă MR and is a convex rational polyhedral cone of dimension
prankN ´ 1q.
For a wall pd, gdq, we say d is its support.
Definition 2.2. A scattering diagram D for N` and g is a collection of walls such that
for every order k in Zě0, there are only finitely many walls pd, gdq in D with non-trivial
image of gd under the projection map G Ñ G
ďk . Given a scattering diagram D and an
order k ě 0, by passing the attached group elements gd through the projection GÑ G
ďk,
we get a scattering diagram Dďk for N` and gďk.
Remark 2.3. The finite condition in the definition of the scattering diagram enables us, up
to order k, reduce to the case where the scattering diagram has only finitely many walls,
a trick repeatedly used in this paper.
Definition 2.4. We define the essential support of a scattering digram D to be following
set:
suppesspDq “
ď
pd,gdqPD|gd‰0
d
We define the singular locus of a scattering diagram D to be the following set:
singpDq “
ď
pd,gdqPD
BdY
ď
pd1,gd1q,pd2,gdqPD
dimpd1Xd2q“2
d1 X d2
Definition 2.5. A point x inMR is general if there exists at most one rational hyperplane
nK0 such that x is contained in n
K
0 . Given a general point x in MR, define
gxpDq “
ź
pd,gdqPD|dQx
gd
Definition 2.6. Two scattering diagrams D,D
1
are equivalent if and only if gxpDq “
gxpD
1
q for all general points x in MR.
Let γ : r0, 1s Ñ D be a smooth immersion. We say that γ is generic for D if it satisfies
the following conditions:
i) The end points γp0q and γp1q does not lie in the essential support of D.
ii) γ does not pass through the singular locus of D
7
iii) Whenever γ crosses a wall, it crosses it transversally.
Then given a path γ generic for D, let pγ,D be the path-ordered product as defined in
[GHKK].
Lemma 2.7. Two scattering diagram D and D
1
are equivalent if and only if pγ,D “ pγ,D1
for any path γ that is generic for both D and D
1
.
Definition 2.8. A scattering diagram D is consistent if for any path γ that is generic for
it, the path-ordered product pγ,D depends only on the end points of γ.
Definition 2.9. Define the following chambers in MR:
C
` “ tm PMR | m |N`ě 0u
C
´ “ tm PMR | m |N`ď 0u
We call C` and C´ the positive chamber and the negative chamber respectively.
Theorem 2.10. ([KS13],[GHKK]) Given an element p`,´ in G, there is an unique equiv-
alence class of consistent scattering diagrams corresponding to p`,´. Choose a represen-
tative Dp`,´ in this equivalence class. The element p`,´ is just the path-ordered product
along any path with the initial point in the interior of C` and the end point in the interior
of C´.
Definition 2.11. Given a wall pd, gdq such that d is contained in n
K
0 for a primitive element
n0 P N
`, we say that pd, gdq is incoming if tn0, ¨u is contained in d. Otherwise, we say
that pd, gdq is outgoing.
Theorem 2.12. ([GHKK]) The equivalence class of a consistent scattering diagram is
determined by its set of incoming walls.
Given a primitive element n0 in N
`, consider the following splitting of g with respect
to n0:
(2.1) g “ gn0`
à´
g‖n0
à
gKn0
¯à
gn0´
gn0` :“
à
tn0,nuą0
gn, g
n0
´ :“
à
tn0,nuă0
gn, g
‖
n0
:“
à
kPN`
gkn0 , g
K
n0
:“
à
tn0,nu“0
nRN`¨n0
gn
The above splitting of g induces unique factorization g “ gn0` ˝
´
g
‖
n0 ˝ g
K
n0
¯
˝ gn0´ . Thus we
can define the following map
Ψ : GÑ
ź
n0PN`primitive
G‖n0
g ÞÑ
ź
n0PN`primitive
g‖n0
Proposition 2.13. ([GHKK]) The map Ψ is a bijection.
8
2.2. A quotient construction of scattering diagrams. Let Π be a finite group that
acts on I and satisfies the following condition: For any indices i, j P I, for any π, π
1
in Π,
we have
(2.2) teπ¨i, eπ1 ¨ju “ tei, eju.
The group Π acts on the basis peiqiPI via permutation of indices in I. Moreover, its
action on peiqiPI can be extended Z-linearly to an action on the lattice N and R-linearly
to an action on NR. Given π in Π, let π
˚ : MR Ñ MR be the automorphism dual to
π : NR Ñ NR. Assume that Π also acts as Lie algebra automorphisms on g compatibly
with its action on N`, that is, for any π in Π, for any n in N`,
(2.3) π ¨ gn “ gπpnq
Proposition 2.14. Given π in Π, for any general point x in MR, we have
π ¨ gxpDp`,´q “ gpπ´1q˚¨xpDπ¨p`,´q
Proof. It is clear that the action of Π on MR maps general points to general points.
Given a general point x in MR, we have the splitting of Lie algebra g with respect to x:
g “ gx` ‘ g
x
0 ‘ g
x
´ . This splitting induces an unique factorization of p`,´ :
p`,´ “ pp`,´q
x
` ˝ pp`,´q
x
0
˝ pp`,´q
x
´
where pp`,´q
x
˘ is contained in exppgˆ
x
˘q and pp`,´q
x
0
is contained in exppgˆx0q. Notice that
π ¨ pgx`q “ g
pπ´1q˚¨x
` . Indeed, by condition 2.3,
gn Ď g
pπ´1q˚¨x
` ðñ
A
n,
`
π´1
˘˚
¨ x
E
ą 0
ðñ
@
π´1 ¨ n, x
D
ą 0
ðñ gπ´1¨n Ď g
x
`
ðñ π´1 ¨ gn Ď g
x
`
ðñ gn Ď π ¨
`
gx`
˘
Similarly, we have π ¨ pgx0q “ g
pπ´1q˚¨x
0 and π ¨ pg
x
´q “ g
pπ´1q˚¨x
´ . Hence
π ¨ p`,´ “ π ¨ pp`,´q
x
` ˝ π ¨ pp`,´q
x
0
˝ π ¨ pp`,´q
x
´
is the unique factorization of π ¨ p`,´ with respect to pπ
´1q˚ ¨ x. Therefore,
pπ ¨ p`,´q
pπ´1q˚pxq
0 “ π ¨ pp`,´q
x
0
By Theorem 2.10,
gxpDp`,´q “ pp`,´q
x
0
gpπ´1q˚pxqpDπ¨p`,´q “ pπ ¨ p`,´q
pπ´1q˚pxq
0
9
Hence, we get the equality:
gpπ´1q˚pxqpDπ¨p`,´q “ π ¨ pp`,´q
x
0
“ π ¨ gxpDp`,´q

Corollary 2.15. Let GΠ be the subgroup of G invariant under the action of Π. Then
given an element p`,´ in G
Π, the set of walls in Dp`,´ is invariant under the action of Π
in the following sense:
π ¨ gxpDp`,´q “ gpπ´1q˚¨xpDp`,´q
Inspired by the above corollary, we can define an action of Π on the set of walls for N`
and g as follows:
(2.4) π ¨ pd, gdq :“
`
pπ´1q˚pdq, π ¨ gd
˘
Observe that pπ´1q˚pnK0 q “ pπ ¨ n0q
K for any primitive element n0 in N
`. Indeed,
xn0, xy “ 0ðñ
@
n0, π
˚pπ´1q˚x
D
“ 0
ðñ
@
π ¨ n0, pπ
´1q˚x
D
“ 0
So if d is contained in nK0 for a primitive element n0 in N
`, pπ´1q˚pdq will be contained
in pπ ¨ n0q
K. Since gd is contained in G
‖
n0 and π ¨ G
‖
n0 “ G
‖
π¨n0 , we conclude that π ¨ gd is
contained in G
‖
π¨n0 . So the action of Π on the set of walls is well-defined.
A natural question arises: How to characterize the elements in GΠ? The following
lemma gives a characterization of elements in GΠ in terms of incoming walls of the corre-
sponding scattering diagrams.
Lemma 2.16. Given p`,´ in G, set
Din :“
 `
nK0 ,Ψpp`,´qn0
˘
| n0 P N
` primitive
(
where
Ψ : GÑ
ź
n0PN` primitive
G‖n0
is the canonical projection map in Proposition 2.13. Then p`,´ is in G
Π if and only if Din
is invariant subset under the action of Π on the set of walls (cf. 2.4).
Proof. By Proposition 1.20 of [GHKK], Ψ is a bijection of sets. We claim that the projec-
tion map Ψ is compatible with the action of Π: For any π in Π, for any p`,´ in G,
(2.5) Ψpπ ¨ p`,´qπ¨n0 “ π ¨Ψpp`,´qn0
Let
p`,´ “ pp`,´q
`
n0
˝ pp`,´q
‖
n0
˝ pp`,´q
K
n0
˝ pp`,´q
´
n0
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be the unique factorization of p`,´ induced by splitting of g in 2.1. Observe that
π ¨ pgn0` q “
à
nPN`
tn0,π´1pnquą0
gn
“
à
nPN`
tπpn0q,πpπ´1pnqquą0
gn
“
à
nPN`
tπpn0q,nuą0
gn
“ g
πpn0q
`
Similarly, we have π ¨ pgn0´ q “ g
πpn0q
´ , π ¨ pg
‖
n0q “ g
‖
πpn0q
and π ¨ pgKn0q “ g
K
πpn0q
. Therefore,
π ¨ p`,´ “ π ¨ pp`,´q
n0
` ˝ π ¨ pp`,´q
‖
n0
˝ π ¨ pp`,´q
K
n0
˝ π ¨ pp`,´q
n0
´
is the unique factorization of π ¨ p`,´ with respect to π ¨ n0. By definition of Ψ, we have
Ψpπ ¨ p`,´qπ¨n0 “ π ¨ pp`,´q
‖
n0
“ π ¨Ψpp`,´qn0
Therefore, p`,´ is contained in G
Π if and only if for all π in Π, for all primitive n0 in N
`,
the following is satisfied:
(2.6) Ψpπ ¨ p`,´qπ¨n0 “ π ¨Ψpp`,´qn0 “ Ψpp`,´qπ¨n0
Therefore
π ¨
`
nK0 ,Ψpp`,´qn0
˘
“
`
pπ´1q˚pnK0 q, π ¨ pΨpp`,´qn0q
˘
“
´
pπ ¨ n0q
K , π ¨ pΨpp`,´qn0q
¯
Hence the equality 2.6 is equivalent to that for any π in Π and any primitive n0 in N
`,
π ¨
`
nK0 ,Ψpp`,´qn0
˘
“
´
pπ ¨ n0q
K ,Ψpp`,´qπ¨n0
¯
which is equivalent to that
`
Dp`,´
˘
in
is invariant under the action of Π. By Theorem
2.10,
`
Dp`,´
˘
in
determines the equivalence class of the scattering diagrams corresponding
to p`,´. Hence we have the bijection of sets as stated in the lemma. 
The action of Π on N enables us to construct a quotient lattice N with a basis peΠiqΠiPI
where I is the index set of orbits of I under the action of I. Let q : N ։ N be the natural
quotient homomorphism of lattices that sends ei to eΠi. We define the following skew-
symmetric bilinear form t, u on N :
teΠi, eΠju “ tei, eju
The condition 2.2 implies that the skew symmetric form on N is well-defined and the skew
symmetric form on N is the pull-back of that on N . The surjective homomorphism of
lattices q induces an injective homomorphism between dual lattices q˚ : M ãÑ M , which
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extends to an injective linear map q˚ :MR ãÑMR. Define
N
`
“ taΠieΠi | aΠi P Zě0,
ÿ
ΠiPI 1
aΠi ą 0u
Notice that qpN`q “ N
`
. Define the following linear function:
d : N Ñ Zÿ
ΠiPI 1
aΠieΠi ÞÑ
ÿ
ΠiPI 1
aΠi
Given an element n0 in N
`, let n0 be its image in N
`
under q. Let g “
À
nPN
` gn be a
N
`
-graded Lie algebra skew-symmetric for t, u on N . Similar to g, for every k in Zą0, we
define
gąk “
à
nPN
`
|d¯pnqąk
gn
gďk “ g{gąk, G
ďk
“ exppgďkqpg “ lim
ÐÝ
gďk, G “ expppgq “ lim
ÐÝ
G
ďk
Suppose that we are given an order-preserving graded Lie algebra homomorphism q˜ : gÑ g
that is compatible with q : N ։ N , that is, q˜ satisfies the following conditions:
1q q˜´1pgąkq “ gąk
2q q˜pg‖n0q is contained in g
‖
n0
for any primitive element n0 in N
`(2.7)
Then for each order k P Zą0, we have an induced Lie algebra homomorphism: q˜ : g
ďk Ñ
gďk. Let q˜ : Gďk Ñ G
ďk
be the corresponding homomorphism of Lie groups. Taking the
limit of compositions of Lie group homomorphisms G Ñ Gďk Ñ G
ďk
for all k P Zą0, we
get a Lie group homomorphism q˜ : GÑ G.
Let n¯0 be a primitive element in N
`
and x a general element in n¯K0 . Notice that q
˚pxq
would no longer necessarily be general in MR. However, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.17. The direct sum
gq
˚pxq
0
“
à
nPN`
ăn,q˚pxqą“0
gn
is an abelian Lie subalgebra.
Proof. Since x P n¯K0 is general, we have
g
q˚pxq
0 “
à
qpnq“kn0
kPN
nPN` is primitive
g‖n
12
For any primitive elements n1, n2 in N
` such that qpniq “ kin0, ki P N,
tn1, n2u “ tqpn1q, qpn2qu
“ tk1n0, k2n0u
“ 0
Since g is skew symmetric for t, u on N , tn1, n2u “ 0 implies that rgn1 , gn2s “ 0. Therefore
g
q˚pxq
0 is an abelian Lie subalgebra. 
Lemma 2.18. There exists a scattering diagram D
1
in the equivalence class of Dp`,´ such
that for each wall pd, gdq in D
1
whose support contains q˚pxq for a generic point x in MR,
q˚pxq is contained in the interior of d.
Proof. By Kontsevich-Soibelman’s inductive algorithm to construct consistent scattering
diagrams, Dp`,´ is equivalent to a scattering diagram D
1
whose walls all have boundaries
contained in joints. Moreover, no boundary of any wall in D
1
is contained in an abelian
joint, that is, it is the intersection of two walls whose attached Lie group elements commute
(cf. Definition-Lemma C.2., Lemma C.6 and Lemma C.7 of [GHKK]). Therefore, given a
generic point x in MR, assume that q
˚pxq is contained in the boundary of a wall in D
1
,
q˚pxq must be contained in a joint in D
1
that is not abelian, which is in contradiction with
Lemma 2.17. Hence the assumption is false, q˚pxq is contained in the interior of any wall
whose support contains it. 
Construction 2.1. By Lemma 2.17, given any generic point x inMR, if q
˚pxq is contained
in the support of a wall pd, gdq in Dp`,´, we could assume that q
˚pxq is contained in the
interior of d. Under this assumption, we build a scattering diagram Dp`,´ in MR. To
do so, it suffices to build Dp`,´ up to each order k. Modulo G
ąk, there are only finitely
many nontrivial walls in Dp`,´. For each such nontrivial wall pd, gdq, if d X q
˚pMRq has
codimension 1 in q˚pMRq, define d “ q
˚´1
`
dX q˚pMRq
˘
. Then pd, gdq will be a wall for
N
`
and g. Indeed, if d is contained in nK for a primitive element n in N`, then n is an
integer multiple of n0 for a primitive element n0 in N
`
. Then d is contained in nK0 and
gd is contained in Gn0 by 2.7.
Let p`,´ be the image of p`,´ under q˜ : G Ñ G. Let Dp`,´ be a consistent scattering
diagram for N
`
and g corresponding to p`,´. In the next proposition, we show that the
quotient construction is compatible with the Lie group homomorphism q˜ : G Ñ G, that
is, Dp`,´ is equivalent to Dp`,´:
Theorem 2.19. The scattering diagram Dp`,´ is consistent and it belongs to the equiva-
lence class of consistent scattering diagrams uniquely determined by p`,´.
Proof. It suffices to show that for each order k, Dp`,´ is consistent and is equivalent to
Dp`,´ modulo G
ąk
. To prove the consistency of Dp`,´ , given a generic path γ in MR ,
we want to show that the path-ordered product pγ,Dp`,´
depends only on end points of
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γ. We show that we could always perturb q˚pγq to a generic path γ in MR with the same
end points such that
pγ,Dp`,´
“ pγ,Dp`,´
Let 0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tl ă 1 be time numbers when γ crosses a wall in Dp`,´. For any
t R tt1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tlu, we claim that q
˚ pγptqq is not contained in any nontrivial wall in Dp`,´ .
Indeed, the intersection of the support of a wall in Dp`,´ with q
˚pMRq is either empty or
has codimension 1 in q˚pMRq. Thus if q
˚ pγptqq is contained in a non-trivial wall in Dp`,´
, γptq will cross a wall in Dp`,´, which is in contradiction with that t R tt1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tlu. Given
i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ lu, without loss of generality, we could assume that ă γ
1
ptiq, n0 ąă 0 where n0
is a primitive element in N` such that n0
K is the hyperplane in MR that γ crosses at
time ti. Let D “ tpd1, gd1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pdj , gdj qu be the collection of all nontrivial walls in Dp`,´
whose support contains q˚pγptqq and whose intersection with q˚pMRq has codimension 1
in q˚pMRq. For each h P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ju, let nh be the primitive element in N
` such that dh
is contained in nKh . Let δ “ mintti ´ ti´1, ti`1 ´ tiu. There exists ǫ P p0, δq such that we
can find a semi-circle Ci that has end points q
˚pγpti ´ ǫqq and q
˚pγpti ` ǫqq , crosses walls
in D transversally and does not cross any non-trivial wall in Dp`,´zD. It is possible to
find such a semi-circle since q˚pγptiqq is contained in the interior of each wall in D and γ
crosses no wall on rti ´ ǫ, tiq Y pti, ti ` ǫs. Replace q
˚pγq |rti´ǫ,ti`ǫs with C. Then
gγptiqpDp`,´q “ pCi,Dp`,´
Repeat the perturbation for each time ti , we get a generic path γ with the same end
points as γ for Dp`,´ such that pγ,Dp`,´
“ pγ,Dp`,´ . The consistency of Dp`,´ thus follows
from that of Dp`,´ . If we let γ be the path from C
`
to C
´
where C
˘
are the positive
chamber and the negative chamber in MR, we see that Dp`,´ is equivalent to Dp`,´ . 
Corollary 2.20. Let x be a general point in MR, then
gxpDp`,´q “
ź
pd,gdqPDp`,´
dQq˚pxq
gd
where gd is the image of gd under the composition q : GÑ G.
3. Apply the quotient construction to cluster scattering diagrams
In this section, we will apply techniques developed in the previous section to scattering
diagrams arising from cluster theory. Given a skew-symmetric seed s, via exploiting the
symmetry of s, we will construct a new seed s. Readers familiar with folding in cluster
theory will recognize our construction as a special class of the folding procedure. The new
contribution of this paper to folding techniques is the application to scattering diagrams.
For previous work on folding, see [Du08, FWZ].
3.1. Application of folding to scattering diagrams. Fix a lattice N of rank r with
a skew-symmetric Z-bilinear form t, u : N ˆN Ñ Z and an index set I “ t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ru. A
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seed for pN, t¨, ¨uq is a labelled collection of elements of N :
s :“ pei | i P Iq
Given a seed s, define
N` “ t
ÿ
iPI
aiei | ai P N,
ÿ
iPI
ai ą 0u
Remark 3.1. For simplicity, we assume that we do not have frozen variables for the entire
paper and that the original seed s is simply laced, i.e., all di “ 1. Later in this section,
given a group Π acting on I, we will construct a new seed s which will still have no frozen
variables but might no longer be simply laced.
From now on, we always assume that we are working over the ground field C. Let
us recall how cluster theory fits into the framework in the previous section. Let M “
HompN,Zq be the dual lattice of N . Define the following algebraic torus over C:
TM “M bZ Gm “ HompN,Gmq “ SpecpCrN sq
The skew-symmetric form t, u on N gives the algebraic torus TM a Poisson structure:
tzn, zn
1
u “ tn, n
1
uzn`n
1
Define g “
À
nPN` C ¨ z
n. The Poisson bracket t, u on CrN s endows g with a Lie bracket
r, s: rf, gs “ ´tf, gu. Given n, n
1
in N` , if tn, n
1
u “ 0, then tzn, zn
1
u “ 0. Thus g is
a N`-graded Lie algebra skew-symmetric for t, u on N . Let gˆ be the pro-nilpotent Lie
algebra after completing g. Let G “ exppgˆq be the pro-unipotent Lie group corresponding
to gˆ. The Lie group G acts on Crrze1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , zer ss via the Hamiltonian flow. Explicitly, an
element f in g acts on Crrze1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , zer ss via the vector field t, fu.
The seed s gives rises to a scattering diagram Ds whose set of initial walls are defined
as follows:
Ds,in “
 
peKi , exp p´Li2p´z
eiqq | i P I
(
where Li2 is the dilogarithm function Li2pxq “
ř
kě1
xk
k2
. Explicitly, exp p´Li2p´z
eiqq acts
as the following automorphism:
zn ÞÑ znp1` zeiqtn,eiu
This is the coordinate free expression for the inverse of X -cluster mutation.
Let Π be a group action on I such that for any indices i, j P I, for any π1, π2 in Π,
(3.1) tei, eju “ teπ1¨i, eπ2¨ju
The group Π acts naturally on N as follows:
π ¨
ÿ
iPI
aiei “
ÿ
iPI
aieπ¨i
The condition 3.1is to guarantee that the skew-symmetric pairing is independent of choice
of representative in the orbit of Π acting on N . Let I¯ be the set of orbits Πi of I under
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the action of Π. Consider the lattice N with a basis teΠiuΠiPI indexed by I¯. There is a
natural quotient homomorphism of lattices q : N Ñ N that sends ei to eΠi.
Define a Z-valued skew-symmetric bilinear form t, u onN as follows:teΠi, eΠju “ tei, eju.
By condition 3.1, the skew-symmetric form is well-defined. Now we have the following fixed
data:
‚ The lattice N with the Z-valued skew-symmetric bilinear form t, u.
‚ The index set I parametrizing the set of orbits of I under the action of Π.
‚ For each Πi P I, a positive integer dΠi “ |q
´1teΠiu|.
Define the following seed s¯ “ peΠi | Πi P I¯q. Unlike [GHKK], we do not impose the
condition that the greatest common divisor of tdΠiuΠiPI need to be 1. Notice that the new
seed s may no longer be simply laced since dΠi may not be 1.
Take
N
`
“ t
ÿ
ΠiPI¯
aΠieΠi | aΠi ě 0,
ÿ
aΠi ą 0u
Let g¯ Ă KrN s be the C-vector space with basis zn¯, n¯ P N
`
. Define a Lie bracket on g¯ as
follows:
rzeΠi , zeΠj s “ ´teΠi, eΠjuz
eΠi`eΠj
Define q˜ : g Ñ g by zn ÞÑ zn where n¯ is the image of n under the quotient homomorphism
q : N Ñ N . It is clear that q˜ is surjective. We check that q˜ is a Lie-algebra homomorphism.
Indeed,
rq˜ pznq , q˜pzn
1
qs “ ´tn, n1uzn`n
1
“ ´tn, n
1
uzn`n
1
“ q˜
´
rzn, zn
1
s
¯
For each order k, by our definition of d : N` Ñ Z and d : N
`
Ñ Z, q˜ restricts to a Lie
algebra homomorphism
gďk “ g{gąk Ñ g{gąk “ gďk
which induces a surjective Lie group homomorphism Gďk Ñ G
ďk
. Let q˜k : G Ñ G
ďk
be
the composition of projection map G Ñ Gďk with the above homomorphism. Then we
obtain the following Lie group homomorphism q˜ :“ lim
Ð
q˜k : G Ñ G. It is easy to check
that both q˜ and the action of Π are compatible with the quotient homomorphism N Ñ N
(cf. 2.3,2.7).
The seed s gives rises to a scattering diagram Ds whose set of incoming walls are defined
as follows:
Ds,in “
 
peKΠi, exp p´dΠiLi2p´z
eΠiqq | Πi P I
(
Let ps`,´ be the unique group element corresponding to Ds and p
s
`,´ that of Ds. We show
that image of ps`,´ under the Lie group homomorphism q˜ : GÑ G is p
s
`.´ so that results
proved in Section 2 can be applied to Ds and Ds.
Theorem 3.2. The scattering diagram Ds is equivalent to Dps`,´
.
Proof. Let Dps`,´,in
be the set of incoming walls of Dps`,´
. Given pd, gdq in Dps`,´
with d
contained in n0
K for a primitive element in N`, pd, gdq is contained in Dps`,´,in
if and only
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if tn0, ¨u is contained in d. Let pd, gdq be the wall in Ds such that q
˚pdq “ d
Ş
MR and
gd “ gd. Then tn0, ¨u is contained in d if and only if q
˚ptn0, ¨uq is contained in q
˚pdq, which
is equivalent to that tn0, ¨u is contained in d
Ş
MR. Hence pd, gdq is contained in Ds,in.
Therefore each wall in Dp`,´,in comes from a wall in Ds,in. Given pe
K
i , exp p´Li2p´z
eiqqq
in Ds,in,
q˚´1
”
eKi
č
q˚
`
MR
˘ı
“ eKΠi
So
Dp`,´,in “
!´
eKΠi, exp p´Li2p´z
eiqq
¯
| i P I
)
“
 `
eKΠi, exp p´Li2p´z
eΠiqq
˘
| i P I
(
Therefore up to splitting of incoming walls in Ds, Dp`,´,in “ Ds,in. By Theorem 2.12, Ds
and Dps`,´
are equivalent. 
3.2. An illustrative example: A3 folded to B2. Let I “ t1, 2, 3u. Let N be a lattice
of rank 3 with a basis e1, e2, e3 and a Z-bilinear skew-symmetric form t, u such that
te1, e2u “ te3, e2u “ ´1, te1, e3u “ 0
The labelled basis peiqiPI defines a seed s of type A3. It has exchange matrix
ǫ “
»—– 0 1 0´1 0 ´1
0 1 0
fiffifl
Let Π “ Z2 act on I by interchanging the index 1 and 3. Clearly the action of Π satisfies
the conditions 3.1, so we can run our construction. The quotient lattice N is of rank 2
with a basis eΠ1,eΠ2. The Z-linear skew symmetric form on N is defined as follows:
teΠ1, eΠ2u “ ´1
The sublattice N
˝
Ă N has a basis dΠ1eΠ1, eΠ2 where dΠ1 “ 2. The labelled basis peΠiqΠiPI
defines a seed s of type B2 with exchange matrix
ǫ “
«
0 1
´2 0
ff
The group Π acts on Ds in such a way that on the level of the support of Ds, its action is
reflection with respect to the plane tx ´ z “ 0u Ď MR. The quotient map q : NR ։ NR
induces an embedding on the dual spaces q˚ : MR ãÑ MR that embed Ds into the plane
tx “ zu. Through this embedding, we could recover Ds via walls in Ds whose intersection
with the plane tx ´ z “ 0u is dimension 1. We can see this immediately on the level of
initial walls, observing that
q˚peKΠ1q “ e
K
1
č
tx “ zu “ eK3
č
tx “ zu “ eK1 X e
K
3
exp p´dΠ1Li2 p´z
eΠ1qq “ exp p´Li2 p´ze1qq exp p´Li2 p´ze3qq
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and
q˚peKΠ2q “ e
K
2
č
tx “ zu
exp p´Li2 p´z
eΠ2qq “ exp p´Li2 p´ze2qq
Ds
eK
Π1
eK
Π2
Ds,in
tx “ zu
eK
1
eK
3
eK
2
Figure 3.1. Embedding of scattering diagram Ds of type B2 into Ds of type A3
3.3. Application of folding to theta functions. In this subsection, we want to apply
folding techniques to canonical bases for Aprin-cluster varieties. Let D
Aprin
s be the scat-
tering diagram for the Aprin-cluster variety associated to the initial seed s as defined in
Construction 2.11 of [GHKK]. Via the canonical projection map
ρT :MR ‘NR ÑMR
pm,nq ÞÑ m
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walls of D
Aprin
s are inverse image of walls in Ds with the same attached Lie group elements.
So to study wall-crossing in D
Aprin
s along a path γ, it suffices to study wall-crossing in Ds
along the projection of path γ. This is the philosophy behind this subsection.
Recall thatN
˝
Ă N is the sublattice generated by pdΠieΠiqΠiPI . DefineM
˝
“ HompN
˝
,Zq.
The quotient homomorphism q : NR ։ NR have a natural section
s : NR ãÑ NR
eΠi ÞÑ
1
dΠi
ÿ
i
1
PΠi
ei1
In particular, given n in N , we have
spnq “
1
|Πn|
ÿ
n
1
PΠn
n
1
The section s restricts to an embedding s : N
˝
ãÑ N which induces an quotient homo-
morphism between dual lattices:
s˚ : M ։M
˝
e˚i ÞÑ
e˚Πi
dΠi
In particular, notice that s˚ptn, ¨uq “ tn, ¨u since for any i in I,
xs˚ptn, ¨uq, eΠiy “ xtn, ¨u, s peΠiqy
“
C
tn, ¨u ,
1
|Πi|
ÿ
i
1PΠi
ei1
G
“
1
|Πi|
ÿ
i
1PΠi
tn, ¨ei1 u
“ tn, eΠiu
The quotient map of lattices
ps˚, qq : M ‘N ։M
˝
‘N
pm,nq ÞÑ ps˚pmq, qpnqq
induces an embedding of algebraic torus φps˚,qq : TN˝‘M ãÑ TN‘M . In the rest of this
section, we often denote the image of pm,nq in M ‘ N under ps˚, qq as pm,nq and use
these images to represent elements inM
˝
‘N . At the end of this subsection, we will prove
the following proposition:
Proposition 3.3. Given an element g in G, denote by g its image of G under the quotient
homomorphism G ։ G. Suppose g is contained in GΠ and g induces an automorphism
of the function field CpM ‘ Nq, then g induces an automorphism of the functional field
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CpM
˝
‘Nq. Moreover, we have the following commutative diagram
T
N
˝
‘M
 
φps˚,qq
//
ϕg
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
TN‘M
ϕg
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
T
N
˝
‘M
 
φps˚,qq
// TN‘M
where ϕg and ϕg are birational automorphisms induced by g and g respectively.
To see the application of the above proposition, we need the following lemma:
Lemma 3.4. ps`,´ is contained in G
Π.
Proof. By Lemma 2.16, it suffices to check that Ds,in is invariant under the action of Π.
Indeed,
Ds,in “ tpe
K
i , exp p´Li2p´z
eiqq | i P I “ Iufu
Given π in G,
π ¨ peKi , exp p´Li2p´z
eiqq “ peKπ¨i, exp p´Li2p´z
epi¨iqq
Hence, Ds,in is invariant under the action of Π. 
Proposition 3.5. Given a generic path γ in Ds, q
˚pγq can be perturbed to a generic path
γ with the same end points in Ds such that pγ is contained in G
Π and pγ “ pγ where pγ
is the image of pγ under the quotient homomorphism G։ G.
Proof. It suffices to prove the statement up to each order k. It follows from the proof of
Theorem 2.19 that q˚pγq can be perturbed to a generic path γ such that pγ “ pγ . So it
remains to show that pγ is contained in G
Π. Furthermore, it suffices to prove for the case
where γ has only one wall-crossing. Indeed, suppose at time t1, γ crosses a non-trivial
wall in Ds. Let x “ γpt1q. By finiteness of Ds up to order k, we could assume that x is a
general point in MR and at time t1, γ crosses a single wall in Ds. By Lemma 2.16, q
˚pxq
is not contained in the boundary of any wall in Ds. Let D “ tpd1, gd1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pdj , gdj qu be
the collection of all nontrivial walls in Ds whose support contains q
˚pxq. For each l, let nl
be the primitive element in N` such that nKl Ą dl . By finiteness of Ds up to order k, we
could assume that walls in D are contained in distinct hyperplanes in MR and given any
general point xl in dl,
gxl pDsq “
`
ps`,´
˘0
xl
“ gdl
where
ps`,´ “
`
ps`,´
˘`
xl
˝
`
ps`,´
˘
0
xl
˝
`
ps`,´
˘´
xl
is the unique factorization of ps`,´ with respect to xl (c. f. Theorem 1.17 in [GHKK]).
Since ps`,´ is contained in G
Π, by Proposition 2.14, we could assume that D is invariant
under the action of Π on Ds. By Lemma 2.16, q
˚pxq is contained in the abelian joint of
Ds. So gdlp1 ď l ď jq commute with each other. Therefore,
ś
l gdl is contained in G
Π. It
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follows proof of Theorem 2.19 that we could assume that γ crosses walls in D transversally
and does not cross any non-trivial wall in DszD. Therefore,
pγ “
ź
l
gdl P G
Π

Here is an important application of Proposition 3.3 together with Lemma 3.4. Let
Aprin,s (resp. Aprin,s ) be the cluster variety of type Aprin using s (resp. s) as the initial
seed. The seed s gives us an identification
A
_
prin,spR
T q »MR ‘NR and A
_
prin,spZ
T q “M
˝
‘N
In [GHKK], given an integer tropical point pm,nq in A_prin,spZ
T q, there is a theta func-
tion ϑpm,nq associated to it. Given a generic point Q in A
_
prin,s, that is, a point in
A_prin,spR
T qzsupp
´
D
Aprin
s
¯
with irrational coordinates, denote by ϑpm,nq,Q the expansion
of the theta function at Q. The set of all integer tropical points pm,nq such that ϑpm,nq,Q
is a Laurent polynomial with negative integer coefficients (positive Laurent polynomial for
short) for a generic point Q in C`
s
2 is called the theta set of Aprin,s, or ΘpAprin,sq. As we
have mentioned at the beginning of this subsection, wall-crossing along a path γ in D
Aprin
s
is the same as wall-crossing along the projection of γ under ρT in Ds. In particular, let γ
be a generic path with initial point in C`
s
and final point in C´
s
, then
p
γ,D
Aprin
s
“ ps`,´
Recall that C`
s
pZT q is always contained in ΘpAprin,sq. Since ΘpAprin,sq is closed under
addition after the identification A_prin,spZ
T q » M
˝
‘ N by Theorem 7.5 of [GHKK], we
conclude that to prove ΘpAprin,sq “ A
_
prin,spZ
T q, it suffices to prove that C´
s
pZT q is con-
tained in ΘpAprin,sq. Given pm, 0q in C
´
s
pZT q, pm, 0q is contained in ΘpAprin,sq if and only
if ϑpm,0q,Q is a positive Laurent polynomial for a generic point Q in C
`
s
. Let Q0 be a
generic point in C´
s
. We have ϑpm,0q,Q0 “ z
pm,0q. By Theorem 3.5 of [GHKK], for pm, 0q
in C´
s
pZT q,
ϑpm,0q,Q “ p
s
´,`pϑpm,0q,Q0q “ p
s
´,`pz
pm,0qq
Now suppose ΘpAprin,sq “ pAprin,sq
_ pZT q. In particular, ps´,` induces an automorphism
of the function field CpM ‘Nq and ps´,`pz
pm,0qq is a positive Laurent polynomial. Thus,
by Lemma 3.4, ps´,` satisfies the assumption in Proposition 3.3 and we have the following
2We denote by C˘
s
the pull-back of positive and negative chamber in Ds via ρT
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commutative diagram:
(3.2) CpM ‘Nq
φ˚
ps˚,qq
// //
ps´,`
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
CpM
˝
‘Nq
ps´,`
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
CpM ‘Nq
φ˚
ps˚,qq
// // C
´
M
˝
‘N
¯
Given pm, 0q in C´
s
pZT q, if ps´,`pz
pm,0qq is a positive Laurent polynomial, then ps´,`pz
m,0qq “
φ˚ps˚,qq˝p
s
´,`pz
pm,0qq is also a positive Laurent polynomial and therefore pm, 0q is contained
in ΘpAprin,sq. Since ΘpAprin,sq is closed under translation by N , if pm, 0q is in ΘpAprin,sq
for all pm, 0q in C`
s
, then C`
s
is contained in ΘpA_prin,sq. Hence we prove the main theorem
of this subsection:
Theorem 3.6. If ΘpAprin,sq “ pAprin,sq
_ pZT q, then ΘpAprin,sq “ pAprin,sq
_ pZT q.
The rest of this subsection is devoted to the proof of Proposition 3.3. We have GΠ “
limÐÝ exp
´`
gΠ
˘ďk¯
. Notice that gΠ has a set of basis element as follows:
gΠ “
à
Πn|nPN`
C ¨ p
ÿ
n
1PΠn
zn
1
q
Let σ ĂMR ‘NR be the cone generated by tptei, ¨u, eiquiPI . The cone σ yields a monoid
P “ σ X pM ‘Nq and monoid ring CrP s. Complete CrP s with respect to the ideal J
generated by P zPˆ, we get zCrP s. Similarly, let σ Ă MR ‘ NR be the cone generated
by tpteΠi, ¨u, eΠiquΠiPI which yields a monoid P and a monoid ring CrP s. Complete CrP s
with respect to the ideal J generated by P zP
ˆ
, we get zCrP s. Notice that φ˚ps˚,qq in-
duce an surjection zCrP s ։ zCrP s . Given pm,nq in M ‘ N , the Lie groups G and G
acts on zpm,nqzCrP s and zpm,nqyCrP s respectively. Moreover, φ˚ps˚,qq induce an surjection
zpm,nqzCrP s։ zpm,nqzCrP s . Given any g in GΠ, we want to show that
(3.3) g ¨ zpm,nq “ φ˚ps˚,qq
´
g ¨ zpm,nq
¯
It suffices to show that the equation 3.3 is true for basis element
ř
n
1PΠn z
n
1
in gΠ. Indeed,
φ˚ps˚,qq
»–¨˝ ÿ
n
1PΠn
zn
1
Btn1 ,¨u
‚˛¨ zpm,nq
fifl
“φ˚ps˚,qq
»–zpm,nq ¨ ÿ
n
1PΠn
A
n
1
,m
E
z
´
tn
1
,¨u,n
1
¯fifl
“zpm,nq ¨ zptn,¨u,nq ¨
ÿ
n
1
PΠn
A
n
1
,m
E
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`
|Πn| ¨ znBtn,¨u
˘ ”
φ˚ps˚,qq
´
zpm,nq
¯ı
“
`
|Πn| ¨ znBtn,¨u
˘
zpm,nq
“ |Πn| ¨ zptn,¨u,nq xn, s˚ pmqy zpm,nq
“ |Πn| ¨ zptn,¨u,nq xspnq,my zpm,nq
“ |Πn| ¨ zptn,¨u,nq
C
1
|Πn|
ÿ
n
1PΠn
n
1
,m
G
zpm,nq
“ zpm,nq ¨ zptn,¨u,nq ¨
ÿ
n
1PΠn
A
n
1
,m
E
Now given g in GΠ, if g induces an automorphism of CpM ‘Nq, the equation 3.3 implies
that g induces an automorphism of CpM
˝
‘Nq. Thus we proved Proposition 3.3.
4. Building Aprin using all chambers in the scattering diagram
Let s0 be an initial seed. In this section, we allow seed data of s0 to be general, that is,
there can be frozen variables and N˝ can be properly contained in N . The algebraic torus
TN˝‘M has character lattice M
˝ ‘ N . Let ∆`
s0
Ă A_prin,s0pR
T q be the cluster complex.
Let Ts0 be the oriented tree whose vertices parametrize seeds mutationally equivalent to
s0. Let ∆
´
s0
be the complex consisting of all negative chambers tC´v uvPTs0 in A
_
prin,s0
pRT q.
Assume that C´
s0
is not contained in ∆`
s0
, therefore ∆`
s0
Ş
∆´
s0
“ t0u, but ps0`,´ is rational,
that is, ps0`,´ acts as an automorphism of the field of fractions CpM
˝‘Nq Ñ CpM˝‘Nq.
In [GHKK] section 4, gluing torus charts corresponding to each chamber in the cluster
complex via birational maps induced by wall-crossings in the scattering diagram, they
build a variety Ascatprin,s0 that is isomorphic to the cluster Aprin-variety. In this paper,
under the assumption that ps0`,´ acts as a birational automorphism of the field of fractions
CpM˝‘Nq, we will build a variety A˜scatprin,s0 using all the chambers in ∆
`
s0
Ť
∆´
s0
. Observe
that Ascatprin,s0 is contained in A˜
scat
prin,s0
. Furthermore, we will show that chambers in ∆´
s0
also parametrize an atlas of torus charts that can be viewed as cluster torus charts of a
cluster variety isomorphic to Aprin,s0 in the proper sense. Therefore A˜
scat
prin,s0
is isomorphic
to a variety A˜prin,s0 gluing two copies of Aprin,s0 together using birational maps pγ,Ds0
3
that are not cluster, where γ’s are paths connecting chambers in ∆`
s0
and those in ∆´
s0
.
4.1. Construction of A˜scatprin,s0. For each chamber in σ in ∆
`
s0
Ť
∆´
s0
, we attach a copy
of algebraic torus TN˝‘M,σ. Given two chambers σ, σ
1
in ∆`
s0
Ť
∆´
s0
, let γ be a path
from σ
1
to σ. The path product pγ,Ds0 is independent of our choice of the path γ since
Ds0 is consistent. If both σ, σ
1
are contained in ∆`
s0
or ∆´
s0
, then pγ,Ds0 acts as an au-
tomorphism of the field of fractions CpM˝ ‘ Nq and therefore induces a birational map
pσ,σ1 : TN˝‘M,σ 99K TN˝‘M,σ1 . Suppose that σ
1
is contained in ∆`
s0
and σ in ∆´
s0
. Notice
that γ can be written as composition of three paths γ1 ˝γ2 ˝γ3 where γ1 is a path connect-
ing σ
1
to C´
s0
, γ2 a path connecting C
´
s0
to C`
s0
and γ3 a path connecting C
`
s0
to σ. Since
3From now on, we will simply denote D
Aprin
s0
by Ds0 and hope that this abuse of notation will not confuse
readers since there are not other scattering diagrams we refer to.
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all pγi,Ds0 act as automorphisms of the field of fractions CpM
˝ ‘ Nq, we conclude that
pγ,Ds0 induces a birational map pσ,σ1 : TN˝‘M,σ 99K TN˝‘M,σ1 . Similar argument applies
to the case where σ
1
is contained in ∆´
s0
and σ in ∆`
s0
. Thus we can glue all tori TN˝‘M,σ
together using the birational maps induced by path products and get a variety A˜scatprin,s0 . If
we only use chambers in ∆`
s0
, we get the variety A˜scatprin,s0 .
Let Aprin,s0 “
Ť
vPTs0
TN˝‘M,sv be the cluster variety of type Aprin we build using the
initial seed data of s0, A
_
prin,s0
“
Ť
vPTs0
TM˝‘N,sv be its Fock-Goncharov dual. Given
vertices v, v
1
in Ts0 , let µ
_
v,v
1 : TM˝‘N,sv 99K TM˝‘N,s
v
1 be the birational map induced by
TM˝‘N,sv ãÑ A
_
prin,s0
Ðâ TM˝‘N,s
v
1
Let v0 be the root of Ts0 . Then sv0 “ s0. Let pµ
_
v,v0
qT : M˝ ‘ N Ñ M˝ ‘ N be the
tropicalization of µ_v,v0 . It extends to a piecewise linear map:
pµ_v,v0q
T : M˝R ‘NR ÑM
˝
R ‘NR
Moreover, for any chamber σ in ∆`
sv
Ť
∆´
sv
, the restriction of pµ_v,v0q
T to σ is an linear
isomorphism onto the corresponding chamber σ0 :“
`
µ_v,v0
˘T
pσq in ∆`
s0
Ť
∆´
s0
. In the
following theorem, we prove that up to isomorphisms, A˜prin,Ds0 is independent of the
choice of the initial seed s0.
Theorem 4.1. Given any vertex v in Ts0, consider the Fock-Goncharov tropicalization
µTv,v0 : M
˝ ‘ N Ñ M˝ ‘ N of µv,v0 : TM˝‘N,sv 99K TM˝‘N,s0. Let Tv,σ0 : TN˝‘M,σ0
„
ÝÑ
TN˝‘M,σ be the isomorphism induced by the linear map
`
µ_v,v0
˘T
|σ. These isomorphisms
glue together to give an isomorphism of positive spaces A˜scatprin,s0 » A˜
scat
prin,sv
.
Proof. It suffices to prove for the case where v is adjacent to v0 via an edge labelled with k
in Iuf , that is, sv “ µkps0q. Given σ0, σ
1
0 in∆
`
s0
Ť
∆´
s0
, let σ “ µTv,v0pσ0q and σ
1
“ µTv,v0pσ
1
0q.
The lemma amounts to the commutativity of the following diagram:
(4.1) TN˝‘M,σ0
Tv,σ0 //
p
σ0,σ
1
0
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
TN˝‘M,σ
p
σ,σ
1
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
T
N˝‘M,σ
1
0
T
v,σ
1
0 // TN˝‘M,σ1
The case where both σ0 and σ
1
0 are contained in ∆
`
s0
is proved in [GHKK] Proposition 4.3.
We prove for the remaining cases.
(i) Both σ0 and σ
1
0 are contained in ∆
´
s0
and on the same side of eKk . The commuta-
tivity of 4.1 follows from the mutation invariance of the scattering diagram (c.f. [GHKK]
Theorem 1.24).
(ii) Both σ0 and σ
1
0 are contained in ∆
´
s0
and on different sides of eKk . The proof is the
same as the case where both σ0 and σ
1
0 are contained in ∆
`
s0
and on different sides of eKk .
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(iii) tσ0, σ
1
0u “ tC
`
s0
, C´
s0
u. Without loss of generality, assume that σ0 “ C
`
s0
and σ
1
0 “ C
´
s0
.
Given pm0, n0q in C
´
s0
, p˚
σ0,σ
1
0
pzpm0,n0qq is the expansion of theta function ϑpm0,n0q at a
generic point Q0 in σ0. Let pm,nq in σ
1
be the point such that pm0, n0q “
`
µ_v,v0
˘T
pm,nq.
Then p˚
σ,σ
1 pzpm,nqq is the expansion of theta function ϑpm,nq at a generic point Q in σ. By
mutation invariance of theta functions (cf. [GHKK] Proposition 3.6),
T ˚v,σ0pϑpm,nq,Qq “ ϑpm0n0q,T˚v,σ0 pQq
Since
`
µ_v,v0
˘T
pσq “ σ0, T
˚
v,σ0
pQq is a generic point contained in σ0. Hence ϑpm0,n0q,T˚v,σ0pQq
“
ϑpm0,n0q,Q0 . Hence
p˚
σ0,σ
1
0
˝ T ˚
v,σ
1
0
pzpm,nqq “ p˚
σ0,σ
1
0
pzpm0,n0qq
“ ϑpm0,n0q,Q0
“ ϑpm0,n0q,T˚v,σ0pQq
“ T ˚v,σ0pϑpm,nqQq
“ T ˚v,σ0 ˝ p
˚
σ,σ
1 pzpm,nqq
(iv) σ0 is contained in ∆
`
s0
and σ
1
0 in ∆
´
s0
or vice versa. Without loss of generality,
assume that σ0 is contained in ∆
`
s0
and σ
1
0 in ∆
´
s0
. We could factor p
σ0,σ
1
0
as
p
σ0,C
`
s0
˝ pC`s0 ,C
´
s0
˝ p
C´s0 ,σ
1
0
and reduce to previous cases. 
4.2. Construction of A˜prin,s0. Given each vertex v in Ts0 , attach two copies of algebraic
torus T`N˝‘M,sv and T
´
N˝‘M,sv
. Let A`prin,s0 “
Ť
vPTs0
T`N˝‘M,sv be the usual cluster variety
of type Aprin we build using the initial seed s0, A
_
prin,s0
“
Ť
vPTs0
TM˝‘N,sv be its Fock-
Goncharov dual. Given vertices v, v
1
in Ts0 , let µv,v1 : T
`
N˝‘M,sv
99K T`N˝‘M,s
v
1
be the
birational map induced by
T`N˝‘M,sv ãÑ Aprin,s0 Ðâ T
`
N˝‘M,s
v
1
and µ_
v,v
1 : TM˝‘N,sv 99K TM˝‘N,s
v
1 that induced by
TM˝‘N,sv ãÑ A
_
prin,s0
Ðâ TM˝‘N,s
v
1
Let v0 be the root of Ts0 . Then sv0 “ s0. Let pµ
_
v0,v
qT : M˝ ‘ N Ñ M˝ ‘ N be the
tropicalization of µ_v0,v. It extends to a piecewise linear map:
pµ_v0,vq
T : M˝R ‘NR ÑM
˝
R ‘NR
Moreover, its restriction to the chamber C˘v is linear and the inverse image of C
˘
sv
under
pµ_v0,vq
T is C˘v (cf. Construction 1.30 in [GHKK]). Let`
µ_v0,v
˘T
|C˘v : M
˝ ‘N ÑM˝ ‘N
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be this linear map and ϕ˘v0,v : T
˘
N˝‘M,sv
Ñ T
N˝‘M,C˘v
the isomorphism such that
`
ϕ˘v0,v
˘˚
“`
µ_v0,v
˘T
|C˘v . It is proved in Theorem 4.4 of [GHKK] that the isomorphisms ϕ
`
v0,v
:
T`N˝‘M,sv Ñ TN˝‘M,C`v induce a global isomorphism Aprin,s0 » A
scat
prin,s0
, that is, for any
v, v
1
in Ts0 , the following diagram commutes:
T`N˝‘M,sv Ă Aprin,s0
ϕ`v0,v //
µsv,s
v
1
✤
✤
✤
✤
T
N˝‘M,C`v
Ă Ascatprin,s0
p
C
`
v ,C
`
v
1
✤
✤
✤
✤
T`N˝‘M,s
v
1
Ă Aprin,s0
ϕ`
v0,v
1
// T
N˝‘M,C`
v
1
Ă Ascatprin,s0
Let A´prin,s0 “
Ť
vPTs0
T´N˝‘M,sv be another copy of Aprin. Let Σ : TN˝‘M Ñ TN˝‘M be
the inversion map such that Σ˚pzpm,nqq “ zp´m,´nq.
Theorem 4.2. The composition of isomorphisms ϕ´v0,v ˝ Σ glue to an global inclusion of
positive spaces
A
´
prin,s0
ãÑ A˜scatprin,s0
Furthermore, the following diagram commutes:
(4.2) A´prin,s0
  //

A˜scatprin,s0

A
´
prin,sv
  // A˜scatprin,sv
Here, the left column is the isomorphism A´prin,s0
„
ãÑ A´prin,sv , the right column is the
isomorphism in 4.1 and the horizontal maps are given by isomorphisms we have described
at the beginning.
Proof. We prove the second part of the theorem first. The commutativity of diagram 4.2
is equivalent to that of the following diagram for any given vertex v
1
in Ts0 :
(4.3) TN˝‘M,v1 Ă A
´
prin,s0
// TN˝‘M,C´
v
1
Ă A˜scatprin,s0

TN˝‘M,v1 Ă A
´
prin,sv
// T
N˝‘M,C´
v
1
Ă A˜scatprin,sv
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The left vertical map in the diagram 4.3 is given by 4.1. In terms of character lattices, it
is equivalent to the following diagram:
M˝ ‘N M˝ ‘N
Σ˚˝
ˆ
µ_
v0,v
1
˙T
|
C
´
v
1
PTs0oo
M˝ ‘N M˝ ‘N
Σ˚˝
ˆ
µ_
v,v
1
˙T
|
C
´
v
1
PTsv
oo
pµ_v,v0q
T
|
C
´
v
1
PTsv
OO
The commutativity of the above diagram is clear. Hence the commutativity of diagram
4.3 follows.
The first part of the theorem is equivalent to the following statement: Given vertices
v, v
1
in Ts0 , the following diagram commutes:
(4.4) T´N˝‘M,sv Ă A
´
prin,s0
ϕ´v0,v˝Σ //
µsv,s
v
1
✤
✤
✤
T
N˝‘M,C´v
Ă A˜scatprin,s0
p
C
´
v ,C
´
v
1
✤
✤
✤
T´N˝‘M,s
v
1
Ă A´prin,s0
ϕ´
v0,v
1 ˝Σ
// T
N˝‘M,C´
v
1
Ă A˜scatprin,s0
It suffices to prove for the case where there is an oriented edge labelled by k from v to
v
1
. Moreover, we show that it suffices to prove for the case where v “ v0, i.e. s0 “ sv .
Indeed, let v
2
be the vertex such that there is an oriented edge labelled by k
1
from v
1
to
v
2
. Consider the following cube of commutative diagrams whose front vertical face is the
commutative diagram 4.4 and back vertical face the commutative diagram analogous to
4.4 for sv1 . The top and bottom faces are instances of 4.3. The commutativity of the left
vertical face follows from inclusions of tori into Aprin,s0 and Aprin,sv . The commutativity
of the right vertical face follows from Theorem 4.1. Hence the back vertical face also
commutes.
At last, let us prove the commutativity of diagram 4.4 for the case where v “ v0 and
there is an oriented edge labelled by k from v to v
1
. Indeed,
Σ˚ ˝ p˚
C´v ,C
´
v
1
pzpm,nqq “ Σ˚
´
zpm,nqp1` ztpek ,0q,¨uqădkek,mą
¯
“ zp´m,´nqp1` z´tpek,0q,¨uqădkek,mą
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µ˚
sv,s
v
1
˝ Σ˚ ˝ pϕ´
v0,v
1 q
˚pzpm,nqq “ µ˚
sv,s
v
1
˝ Σ˚
”
zpm,nq`tpek ,0q,¨uădkek,mą
ı
“ µ˚
sv,s
v
1
´
zp´m,´nq`t´pek ,0q,¨uădkek,mą
¯
“ zp´m,´nq`t´pek ,0q,¨uădkek,mą
´
1` ztpek ,0q,¨u
¯´ădkek,´mą
“ zp´m,´nq
´
1` z´tpek,0q,¨u
¯ădkek,mą
“ Σ˚ ˝ p˚
C´v ,C
´
v
1
pzpm,nqq
Hence we obtain the desired commutativity of diagram 4.4. 
Combine Theorem 4.2 together with Theorem 4.4 of [GHKK], we obtain the following
corollary:
Corollary 4.3. We have the isomorphism of positive spaces:
A˜prin,s0 “ A
`
prins0
ď
A
´
prin,s0
„
ÝÑ A˜scatprin,s0
Here the restriction of the isomorphism A˜prin,s0
„
Ñ A˜scatprin,s0 to each of A
˘
prin,s0
is the inclu-
sion A˘prin,s0 ãÑ A˜
scat
prin,s0
.
4.3. The case where ΘpAprin,s0q “ A
_
prin,s0
pZT q. Now suppose we are in the case where
ΘpAprin,s0q “ A
_
prin,s0
pZT q, then it follows that ps0`,´ is rational. So we can apply the
previous construction and build the space A˜prin,s0 . Moreover, by Theorem 7.5 of [GHKK],
the vector space
canpAprin,s0q “
à
qPA_
prin,s0
C ¨ ϑq
has a CrN s-algebra structure and we have canonical inclusion
canpAprin,s0q Ă uppAprin,s0q
where uppAprin,s0q is the ring of regular functions of Aprin,s0 .
Proposition 4.4. Given any pm,nq in A_prin,s0pZ
T q, if for some generic point Q in ∆´
s0
,
there are finitely many broken lines with initial direction pm,nq and endpoints Q, then the
same is true for any generic point Q
1
in ∆´
s0
. In particular, ϑpm,nq,Q1 is a positive Laurent
polynomial.
Proof. This proposition follows from the arguments in Proposition 7.1 of [GHKK] with
signs reversed. 
Definition 4.5. Let Θ´ Ă A_prin,s0pZ
T q be the collection of pm,nq such that for some (or
equivalently for any by Proposition 4.4) generic point Q in ∆´
s0
, there are finitely many
broken lines with initial direction pm,nq and end point Q.
Theorem 4.6. If C`
s0
is contained in Θ´, then we have the canonical inclusion
canpAprin,s0q Ă uppA˜prin,s0q
where uppA˜prin,s0q is the ring of regular function of A˜prin,s0.
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Proof. Since we already have the canonical inclusion canpAprin,s0q Ă uppAprin,s0q, it suffices
to show that for any pm,nq in A_prin,s0 , for any generic point Q in ∆
´
s0
, ϑpm,nq,Q is a Laurent
polynomial. In particular, it suffices to show that Θ´ “ A_prin,s0pZ
T q. First we show that
C´
s0
is contained in Θ´. Indeed, using the same arguments in Proposition 3.8 and Corollary
3.9 of [GHKK]with signs reversed, we can show that given a chamber σ in∆´
s0
and a generic
point in Q in intpσq, for initial direction pm,nq with pm,nq in σ
Ş
pM˝‘Nq, there is only
one broken line with end point Q. Next, we show that Θ´ is closed under addition. Indeed,
if p, q are in Θ´, consider the multiplication ϑp ¨ ϑq. Let αpp, q, p ` qq be the coefficient
of ϑp`q in the expansion by theta functions of ϑp ¨ ϑq. The pair of straight lines with
initial directions p and q respectively and end point very close to p` q will contribute to
αpp, q, p ` qq, so we have αpp, q, p ` qq ě 1. Write
ϑp ¨ ϑq “
ÿ
r
αpp, q, rqϑr
The right hand side is a finite sum with non-negative coefficients. Given a generic point
Q in ∆´
s0
, we have
ϑp,Q ¨ ϑq,Q “
ÿ
r
αpp, q, rqϑr,Q
Since each ϑr,Q is a sum of Laurent series with positive coefficients and each of ϑq,Q and
ϑp,Q is a positive Laurent polynomial, we conclude that each ϑr,Q is also a positive Laurent
polynomial. Hence for each r such that αpp, q, rq ‰ 0, r is contained in Θ´. In particular,
p ` q is contained in Θ´. Since we have both C`
s0
and C´
s0
contained in Θ´ and Θ´ is
closed under addition, we conclude that Θ´ “ A_prin,s0pZ
T q. 
5. The Full Fock-Goncharov conjecture for Aprin,T21, XT21 and AT21
5.1. The Full Fock-Goncharov conjecture for AprinT21 and XT21. In this section, we
will study in detail cluster varieties associated to once punctured torus T21. To apply
techniques we have developed so far, we will construct the seed associated to the ideal
triangulation of T21 from that associated to the ideal triangulation of the four-punctured
sphere S24. Consider the following ideal triangulation of S
2
4:
γ3 γ3γ5 γ2γ6
γ1 γ1
γ4 γ4
• •
••
Figure 5.1. An ideal triangulation of the 4-punctured sphere S24
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This ideal triangulation yields the following exchange matrix ǫ:»————————–
0 1 ´1 0 1 ´1
´1 0 1 ´1 0 1
1 ´1 0 1 ´1 0
0 1 ´1 0 1 ´1
´1 0 1 ´1 0 1
1 ´1 0 1 ´1 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
Let N be a lattice of rank 6 with a basis peiqiPI , I “ t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6u. The exchange matrix ǫ
equips N with the following skew-symmetric Z-bilinear form:
t, u : N ˆN Ñ Z
tei, eju “ ǫij
Let s “ peiqiPI be our initial seed. Let pfiqiPI be the basis for the dual lattice M with
fi “ e
˚
i .
Let Π “ă σ1 ą ˆ ă σ2 ą ˆ ă σ3 ą be the subgroup of S6 where σi is the involution
that interchange the indices i and i` 3 for each i “ 1, 2, 3. The group Π acts on the index
set I for s via permutation of indices. Denote the orbit of i under the action of Π by i.
Applying the quotient construction in Section 3, we obtained the following data:
‚ An index set I “ tiui“1,2,3.
‚ A lattice N of rank 3 with a basis peiqiPI whose dual lattice M has a basis pe
˚
i
qiPI .
‚ A skew-symmetric bilinear form t, u : N ˆ Nt, u Ñ Z on N such that tei, eju “
tei, eju.
‚ For each i P I, a positive integer di “ 2.
‚ A sublattice N
˝
of N with a basis pdieiqiPI whose dual lattice M
˝
has a basis
pfiqiPI where fi “
1
di
e˚
i
.
The new seed s is the labelled basis peiqiPI . The exchange matrix ǫ for s is as follows:»—– 0 2 ´2´2 0 2
2 ´2 0
fiffifl
It is the exchange matrix arising from the following ideal triangulation of T21:
γ3γ2γ3
• •
••
γ1
γ1
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The quotient map q : NR ։ NR is defined as follows:
q : NR ։ NR
ei ÞÑ ei
ei`3 ÞÑ ei
The map q has the following natural section
s : NR Ñ NR
ei ÞÑ
1
di
pei ` ei`3q
Its restriction s : N
˝
Ñ N , diei ÞÑ ei ` ei`3 induces a map s
˚ on the dual lattices
s˚ : M ÑM
˝
fi ÞÑ fi
fi`3 ÞÑ fi i “ 1, 2, 3
Our goal is to show that full Fock-Goncharov conjecture holds for Aprin,T21 , that is,
ΘpAprin,T2
1
q “ A_
prin,T21
pZT q
and
canpAprin,T21q “ ΓpAprin,T21 ,OAprin,T21
q
where canpAprin,T21q is the C-algebra with a vector space basis parametrized by ΘpAprin,T21q.
Our first step is to show that ΘpAprin,T21q “ A
_
prin,T2
1
pZT q. Let Q be a generic point in
the interior of C`
s¯
. It is known that the path-product ps´,` is a composition of infinitely
many wall-crossing automorphisms, so it is hard to do the computation directly. Instead,
we apply the commutative diagram 3.2 to our case and obtain the following equality:
ps´,`
´
pzp´fi,0qq
¯
“ φ´fi ˝ p
s
´,`pz
p´fi,0qq
Let TN‘M be the algebraic torus whose character lattice is M ‘N . Recall the inversion
map:
Σ : TN‘M Ñ TN‘M
zpm,nq ÞÑ zp´m,´nq
Then ps´,` ˝ Σ
˚ is the Donaldson-Thomas transformation of Aprin,S24 with respect to the
seed s, as defined in [GS16]. By the existence of maximal green sequence, DT transfor-
mation of Aprin,S24 can be written as a composition of finitely many cluster mutations.
In particular, ps´,` ˝ Σpz
pfi,0qq “ ps´,`pz
p´fi,0qq is a positive Laurent polynomial. Hence
after passing through the quotient map φ´fi , we conclude that p
s
´,`
`
pzp´fi,0qq
˘
is also a
positive Laurent polynomial. Therefore, p´fi, 0q is contained in ΘpAprin,T21q for each i.
Since ΘpAprin,T21q is saturated, closed under addition and translation by N after the iden-
tification A_
prin,T21
pZT q »M
˝
‘N , we conclude that C´
s
pZT q is contained in ΘpAprin,T21q.
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Since C`
s
pZT q is also contained in ΘpA
prin,T21
q and ΘpAprin,T21q is closed under addition we
conclude that A_
prin,T21
pZT q “ ΘpAprin,T21q.
By Theorem 7.5 of [GHKK], canpAprinq is always contained in ΓpAprin,OAprinq. To prove
that canpAprin,T21q is equal to ΓpAprin,T21 ,OAprin,T21
q, we need to do some more explicit com-
putations. For our choice of initial seed s, the following mutation sequence is a maximal
green sequence:
r1, 3, 2, 4, 6, 5, 1, 6, 4, 3, 2, 5s
The DT-transformation ps´,` ˝ Σ can be computed via compositions of cluster mutations
along the above sequence of directions. For i “ 1, 2, 3,
ps´,`
´
pzp´fi,0qq
¯
“ φ´fi ˝ p
s
´,` ˝Σpz
pfi,0qq
“ φ´fi
”
zp´fi,0q ¨ F
´
zpte1,¨u,e1q, zpte2,¨u,e2q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zpte6,¨u,e6q
¯ı
“ zp´fi,0q ¨ F
´
zptei,¨u,eiq, zptei`1,¨u,ei`1q, zptei`2,¨u,ei`2q
¯
Here,
F px1, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x6q “ 1` x1 ` x1x3 ` x1x6 ` x1x3x6 ` x1x3x5x6
` x1x2x3x6 ` x1x2x3x5x6 ` x
2
1x2x3x5x6
F py1, y2, y3q “ 1` y1 ` 2y1y3 ` y1y
2
3 ` 2y1y2y
2
3 ` y1y
2
2y
2
3 ` y
2
1y
2
2y
2
3
With an argument very similar to the case of the Kronecker 2 quiver, we can directly
enumerate broken lines with initial direction pfi ´ fi`1, 0q and ending at a generic point
Q in C`
s¯
. The theta function ϑpf
i
´f
i`1,0q
has expansion at Q as follows:
ϑpf
i
´f
i`1,0q,Q
“ zpfi´fi`1,0q
´
1` zptei`1,¨u,ei`1q ` zptei`ei`1,¨u,ei`ei`1q
¯
Indeed, given a broken line γ with initial direction pfi´fi`1, 0q, first observe that in order
for γ to end at Q, the first bending of γ can only happen at the wall
d1 “
´
Rě0fi ` Rě0fi`2 `NR, 1` z
ptei`1,¨u,ei`1q
¯
or the wall
d2 “
´
Rě0
`
´fi ` 2fi`2
˘
` Rě0fi`2 `NR, 1` z
ptei`1,¨u,ei`1q
¯
Both d1 and d2 are contained in the hyperplane e
K
i`1
. If γ has first bending anywhere else,
it will shoot back out and never reach C`
s
. Next, observe that by alternatively mutating in
the direction i and i` 1, we obtain a copy D of the scattering diagram of the Kronecker
2 quiver inside Ds that contain d1 and d2. Thus, the enumeration of all broken lines
with initial direction
``
fi ´ fi`1
˘
, 0
˘
and end point Q happens inside D Ă Ds and can be
reduced to the case of Example 3.10 in [GHKK].
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p0, 1, 0q
p0, 0, 1q
p´1, 0, 2q p0,´1, 2q p1,´2, 2q p2,´3, 2q
p1, 0, 0q p2,´1, 0q p3,´2, 0q
Figure 5.2. The projection of Ds on to the plane x`y`z “ 1 in MR. If we only
mutate in the direction of 1 and 2, we obtain a copy of the scattering diagram of
the Kronecker 2 quiver as shaded by red.
For any Q in DszsupppDsq
4, for any n in N , ϑp0,nq,Q “ z
p0,nq. Hence we will re-
place ϑp0,nq with z
p0,nq for any n in N . The upper cluster algebra ΓpAprin,T2
1
,OA
prin,T2
1
q
is computed explicitly in [MM13] with a given set of generators. If we compare our
computation with that of [MM13], after change of variables, we can easily see that
the generators of ΓpAprin,T21 ,OAprin,T21
q given in [MM13] are all theta functions, that is,
tϑ˘pfi,0q, z
˘p0,e
i
q, ϑpfi´fi`1,0qui“1,2,3 is a set of generators for ΓpAprin,T21 ,OAprin,T21
q. Thus
we conclude that
canpAprin,T21q “ ΓpAprin,T21 ,OAprin,T21
q
Hence we prove the first main theorem of this section:
Theorem 5.1. Full Fock-Goncharov conjecture holds for Aprin,T21 , that is,
ΘpAprin,T21q “ A
_
prin,T21
pZT q, canpAprin,T21q “ ΓpAprin,T21 ,OAprin,T21
q
The corollary below follows immediately:
Corollary 5.2. ΘpXT21q “ X
_
T21
pZT q and canpXT21q “ ΓpXT21 ,OXT21
q.
5.2. A cluster variety with two non-equivalent cluster structures. Given a lattice
L, let TL “ GmbL be the algebraic torus whose cocharacter lattice is L. Given an initial
seed s0, let Ts0 be the oriented tree whose root has s0 attached to it and whose vertices
parametrize seeds mutationally equivalent to s0. There is an labelled edge w
k
Ñ w
1
in Ts0
4Again, same as in section 4, we will simply denote D
Aprin
s
by Ds . For justification of this abuse of
notation, see the discussion at the end of section 3
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if and only if sw “ µkpsw1 q. We write the cluster variety associated to s0 of type A or X
or Aprin as V “
Ť
wPTs0
TL,sw where the lattice L depends on the type of V .
Definition 5.3. Given a log Calabi-Yau variety V , if there exists a cluster variety V
1
“Ť
wPTs0
TL,sw of type A, X or Aprin together with an open embedding
ι : V
1
ãÑ V
such that the image of V
1
has codimension at least 1 in V , then we say that the cluster
torus charts TL,sw together with their embeddings ιsw : TL,sw ãÑ V into V provide an atlas
of cluster torus charts for V . If V
1
has codimension at least 2 in V , then we say the atlas
of cluster torus charts
!
pTL,sw , ιswqwPTs0
)
provides a cluster structure for V . In this case,
the codimension 2 condition guarantees that V and the underlying cluster variety V
1
have
the same ring of regular functions.
Definition 5.4. Given a log Calabi-Yau variety V and two atlases of cluster torus charts
T1 “ tpTL,sw , ιswquwPTs0
, T2 “
!´
TL1 ,sv , ιsv
¯)
vPT
s
1
0
for V , we say T1 and T2 are non-equivalent atlases if for any w in Ts0 , there is no v in
T
s
1
0
such that the embeddings ιsw : TL,sw ãÑ V and ιsv : TL,sv ãÑ V have the same image
in V . Given two non-equivalent atlases of cluster torus charts for V , we say they provide
non-equivalent cluster structures for V if both atlases cover V up to codimension 2.
Definition 5.5. Given a variety V and an atlas of cluster torus charts T “ tpTL,sw , ιswquwPTs0
for V , a global monomial for T is a regular function on V that restricts to a character on
some torus TL,sw in T .
Given our initial seed s for AT21 as constructed in the beginning of this section, let Ts
be the infinite directed tree whose vertices parametrize seeds mutationally equivalent to
s. Since ps`,´ is rational as we have shown, we can run the construction in Section 4 and
build a variety A˜prin,T2
1
:“ A˜prin,s that is isomorphic to the space A˜
scat
prin,s we build using all
chambers in ∆`
s
and ∆´
s
in the scattering diagram. Let A˘
prin,T21
Ă A˜prin,T21 be the copy of
Aprin,T21
corresponding to ∆˘
s
respectively.
Proposition 5.6. We have
uppA˜prin,T21q “ canpAprin,T21q
where uppA˜prin,T2
1
q is the ring of regular functions of A˜prin,T2
1
.
Proof. Since
up
´
A˜prin,T2
1
¯
Ă up
´
Aprin,T2
1
¯
“ can
´
Aprin,T2
1
¯
to prove the equality, we only need to show that
can
´
Aprin,T21
¯
Ă up
´
A˜prin,T21
¯
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By Theorem 4.6, it suffices to show that C`
s
is contained in Θ´pAprin,T21q. Indeed, given a
generic point Q in C´
s
, by direct computations we obtain that
ϑpfi,0q,Q “ p
s
`,´
´
zpfi,0q
¯
“ zpfi,0qGpzptei,¨u,eiq, zptei`1,¨u,ei`1q, zptei`2,¨u,ei`2qq
where
Gpy1, y2, y3q “ 1` y1 ` 2y1y2 ` y1y
2
2 ` 2y1y
2
2y3 ` y1y
2
2y
2
3 ` y
2
1y
2
2y
2
3
Since Θ´pAprin,T21q is closed under addition, as we have shown in the proof of 4.6, and
translation by N , we conclude that C`
s
is contained in Θ´pAprin,T21q. 
It follows immediately from Proposition 5.6 that uppA˜prin,T21q “ uppAprin,T21q. Hence,
each of A˘
prin,T21
has codimension 2 inside A˜prin,T21 and cluster tori for each of A
˘
prin,T21
provide an atlas of cluster torus charts for A˜prin,T2
1
. We denote these two atlases by T `
and T ´ respectively.
Theorem 5.7. The atlases of cluster torus charts T ` and T ´ give A˜prin,T21 two non-
equivalent cluster structures in the sense of 5.3, corresponding to ∆`
s
and ∆´
s
respectively.
Proof. Write
T
˘ “
!
T˘
N
˝
‘M,sv
, ι˘v
)
vPT
s
Given any v in Ts, assume there exists w in Ts such that the embeddings
ι`v : T
`
N
˝
‘M,sv
ãÑ A˜prin,T21
and
ι´w : T
´
N
˝
‘M,sw
ãÑ A˜prin,T21
have the same image. Characters on T`
N
˝
‘M,sv
that are global monomials for T ` (cf.
Definition 5.5) correspond to theta functions parametrized by C`v pZ
T q . Characters of
T´
N
˝
‘M,sw
that are regular functions on A˜prin,T21 correspond to theta functions parametrized
by C´w pZ
T q. Since C´w pZ
T q
Ş
C`v pZ
T q “ 0 ‘ N , no characters other than zp0,nq for n P N
on T´
N
˝
‘M,sw
can be global monomials for T `, which is in contradiction with that the
embeddings ι`v and ι
´
w have the same image. Hence T
` and T ´ give A˜prin,T21 two non-
equivalent cluster structures. 
5.3. The Full Fock-Goncharov conjecture for AT2
1
. Since ΘpAprin,T2
1
q “ A_
prin,T2
1
, it
follows that ΘpAT21q “ A
_
T21
. However, we will see that canpAT21q is strictly contained in
ΓpAT21 ,OT21q. Hence the Full Fock-Goncharov conjecture does not hold for AT21 . Since
tϑp˘fi,0q, ϑpfi´i`1,0q, z
p0,˘eiqui“1,2,3
is a set of generators of canpAprin,T21q, tϑ˘fi , ϑfi´i`1ui“1,2,3 is a set of generators of canpAT21q.
Denote zfi by Ai. Then with respect to the initial seed s, canpAT21q has the following set
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of generators:
Ai,
A21 `A
2
2 `A
2
3
Ai`1Ai`2
“ Ai
ˆ
A21 `A
2
2 `A
2
3
A1A2A3
˙
,
pA21 `A
2
2 `A
2
3q
2
AiA
2
i`1A
2
i`2
“ Ai
ˆ
A21 `A
2
2 `A
2
3
A1A2A3
˙2
, i “ 1, 2, 3 mod 3
By [MM13], ΓpAT2
1
,OT2
1
q has the following set of generators:"
A1, A2, A3,
A21 `A
2
2 `A
2
3
A1A2A3
*
Hence can
´
AT21
¯
is strictly contained in ΓpAT21 ,OT21q.
We can run the construction in Section 4 similarly for AT21 and obtain a new variety
A˜T21
Ą AT21 . Moreover, given each oriented edge v
k
Ñ v
1
in Ts, the commutative diagram
T˘
N
˝
‘M,sv r
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
µk //❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴ T˘
N
˝
‘M,s
v
1
L l
zztt
tt
tt
tt
rAprin,T21
π˜

TM
restrict to
T˘
N
˝
,sv  p
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈
µk //❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴ T˘
N
˝
,s
v
1
N n
}}④④
④④
④④
④
rAT21
π˜

e
Given each vertex v, we can compute the gluing map T`
N
˝
,sv
99K T´
N
˝
,sv
very explicitly.
For the initial seed s, the gluing map αs : T
`
N
˝
,s
99K T´
N
˝
,s
is given by
α˚
s
pAiq “ Ai
ˆ
A21 `A
2
2 `A
2
3
A1A2A3
˙2
For any seed sv “ pe
1
i
qiPI for v in Ts, denote
e
1˚
i
2
by Asvi . Let η be the rational function
such that ηpx1, x2, x3q “
x21`x
2
2`x
2
3
x1x2x3
. We know that ηpA1, A2, A3q is invariant under cluster
mutations, that is, for any seed s
1
, we have
ηpAsv1 , A
sv
2 , A
sv
3 q “ ηpA1, A2, A3q “ η
For each v in Ts, define the following birational map αsv : TN˝,s 99K TN˝,s such that
α˚
sv
pAsvi q “ A
sv
i ¨ η
2. We show that the birational maps αsv give the glue maps T
`
N
˝
,sv
99K
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T´
N
˝
,sv
. It suffices to show that the following diagram commutes for any oriented edge
v
k
Ñ v
1
in Ts:
T
N
˝
,sv
µk //❴❴❴
α
sv
✤
✤
✤
T
N
˝
,s
v
1
αs
v
1
✤
✤
✤
T
N
˝
,sv
µk //❴❴❴ T
N
˝
,s
v
1
Indeed, for i “ k ,
α˚
sv
˝ µ˚kpA
s
v
1
i q “ α
˚
sv
»—–
´
A
s
v
1
k`1
¯2
`
´
A
s
v
1
k`2
¯2
A
s
v
1
k
fiffifl
“
´
Asvk`1 ¨ η
2
¯2
`
´
Asvk`2 ¨ η
2
¯2
Asvk ¨ η
2
“
´
Asvk`1
¯2
`
´
Asvk`2
¯2
Asvk
¨ η2
“ µ˚k
´
A
s
v
1
k
¯
µ˚k
`
η2
˘
“ µ˚k
´
A
s
v
1
k ¨ η
2
¯
“ µ˚k ˝ α
˚
s
v
1
´
A
s
v
1
k
¯
For i ‰ k,
α˚
sv
˝ µ˚kpA
s
v
1
i q “ α
˚
sv
pAsvi q “ A
sv
i ¨ η
2 “ µ˚k
´
A
s
v
1
i
¯
¨ µ˚kpη
2q “ µ˚k ˝ α
˚
s
v
1
´
A
s
v
1
i
¯
Hence the diagram commutes.
Having already written down explicitly the gluing maps for A˜T21 , let us show that
ΓpA˜T21 ,OA˜T2
1
q “ canpAT21q
Indeed, consider α´1
s
: T´
N,s
99K T`
N,s
. Since
`
α´1
s
˘˚
pηq “ η´1, η “
A21`A
2
2`A
2
3
A1A2A3
is not
contained in ΓpA˜T21 ,OA˜T2
1
q. Recall that canpAT21q has the following set of generators:
tAi, A
´1
i η,A
´1
i η
2ui“1,2,3
Therefore ΓpA˜T21 ,OA˜T2
1
q is contained in canpAT21q. Since we also have the reverse con-
tainment canpAT21q Ă ΓpA˜T21 ,OA˜T2
1
q, we conclude that they are equal. Since A˜T21 is the
space where Fock-Goncharov duality conjecture holds not AT21 , it justifies our motto that
to build up the cluster variety, we should also include torus charts coming from negative
chambers in the scattering diagram into the atlas of cluster torus charts.
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